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On the use of radiography and radiation 

dose consideration in orthodontic 
treatment 

 Christina Stervik 

Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology, Institute of Odontology 
Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg 

Gothenburg, Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

The aims of this thesis were to analyse the use of radiography and radiation 
risk associated with orthodontic treatment. 

Study I measured absorbed doses to radiosensitive organs in the head and neck 
in an anthropomorphic phantom head using thermoluminescent dosimeters 
(TLDs) from digital intra-oral and panoramic radiography. Effective doses 
were calculated. Study II retrospectively evaluated panoramic radiographs of 
children and adolescents to determine positioning errors and pathological 
findings. A web-based questionnaire in Study III queried orthodontists about 
their use of radiographic examinations. Study IV retrospectively analysed the 
radiographs used in orthodontic treatment at two specialist clinics.  

Results: The salivary glands and the oral mucosa received the highest 
absorbed doses in intra-oral full-mouth and panoramic radiography and 
effective doses were 15µSv and 19-75µSv, respectively. Positioning errors 
were found in 96% of the panoramic radiographs, 24% of the errors may have 
influenced diagnostic accuracy. The number of pathologies and anomalies 
were 1,221 in 558 (43%) patients, mainly in tooth-bearing regions. Only 63 
(5%) of the findings may have influenced treatment outcome. Questionnaire 
respondents stated that radiographic examinations were mainly used in 
treatment planning stage, the most common were panoramic radiographs. 
Local radiographic guidelines were often applied while little need for national 
guidelines was expressed. Preliminary results confirmed the use of radiographs 
predominantly during treatment planning and estimated radiation risk was 
comparable to approximately a week of natural background radiation in 
Sweden. 

In summary, effective doses were higher than previously reported in 
panoramic radiographs. Positioning errors in panoramic radiographs were 
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common. Pathologies or anomalies were mainly found in the dentoalveolar 
regions, indicating that the radiation field could be limited in panoramic 
radiography. Panoramic radiographs are frequently used in orthodontic 
treatment. Even though radiation risk at the individual level is low, the risk at 
the population level is not negligible. 

Keywords: effective dose, errors, estimated risk, intra-oral radiograph, organ 
dose, orthodontic treatment, orthodontists, panoramic image, questionnaires, 
radiation doses. 
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 
Syftet med avhandlingen var att analysera användningen av 
röntgenundersökningar och strålningsrisken vid ortodontisk behandling av 
barn och ungdomar. 

I studie I uppmättes den absorberade dosen till strålningskänsliga organ i 
huvud-/halsområdet i ett antropomorft huvudfantom med användning av 
termoluminiscensdosimetrar (TLD) vid digital intraoral och panoramateknik 
och effektiv dos beräknades. Studie II utvärderade panoramabilder av barn 
och ungdomar för att fastställa inställningsfel under bildtagningen och 
förekomsten av sjukliga förändringar. Via ett webbaserat frågeformulär i 
studie III tillfrågades ortodontister om användning av röntgenundersökningar. 
Studie IV analyserade de röntgenbilder som hade använts i samband med 
ortodontisk behandling vid två specialistkliniker. 

Spottkörtlarna och munslemhinnan erhöll de högsta absorberade doserna vid 
intraorala- och panoramaröntgenundersökningar och den effektiva dosen var 
15µSv vid helstatusundersökning och varierade mellan 19µSv och 75µSv vid 
undersökning med panoramaröntgen. Inställningsfel förekom i 96% av 
panoramaröntgenbilderna, 24% av felen bedömdes ha kunnat påverka 
behandlingen. Antalet patologiska förändringar och andra avvikelser var 1 211 
hos 558 (43%) patienter, främst i anslutning till tänderna. Endast 63 (5%) av 
förändringarna bedömdes kunna påverka behandlingen. 
Röntgenundersökningar användes framförallt vid behandlingsplanering, och 
den vanligaste tekniken var panoramaröntgen. Lokala riktlinjer användes ofta, 
men det uttrycktes ett litet behov av nationella riktlinjer. Det bekräftades vid 
analysen av de röntgenbilder som tagits på specialistklinikerna att 
röntgenbilder främst användes vid behandlingsplaneringen. Strålningsrisken 
från röntgenundersökningen bedömdes jämförbar med ca en veckas naturlig 
bakgrundsstrålning i Sverige. 

Sammanfattningsvis var den effektiva dosen vid panoramaröntgen högre än 
tidigare rapporterat. Inställningsfel var vanligt i panoramaröntgenbilder. 
Sjukliga förändringar eller andra avvikelser hittades främst i tandbärande 
områden, vilket innebär att strålningsfältet kan begränsas vid 
panoramaröntgen. Panoramaröntgenbilder användes ofta i samband med 
ortodontisk behandling. Även om den individuella strålningsrisken är låg är 
risken på befolkningsnivå inte försumbar. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Malocclusion in children and adolescents is common and can be corrected with 
the help of orthodontic treatment, which usually begins at 12-14 years of age. 
When the clinical examination reveals indications for orthodontic treatment, 
the clinician usually chooses to supplement the clinical findings with 
radiographs.  

 

1.1 Background 
The word orthodontic is a Greek word from “ortho” which means straight and 
“dont” which means teeth. The purpose of orthodontic treatment is to improve 
the positioning of the teeth in the dental arches when the occlusion is 
functionally suboptimal. Patient selection criteria can be objective or 
subjective. Objective treatment need is based on the clinical findings by the 
specialist while subjective need for treatment is based on patient perceptions 
(1).  

Edward H. Angle proposed one of the first classification systems of 
malocclusion based on three morphological types: Angle Class I, normal 
occlusion; Angle Class II, postnormal occlusion; and Angle Class III, 
prenormal occlusion (2, 3). Post- and prenormal malocclusion are caused by 
discrepancies between the jaws in the anterior-posterior relationship. In the 
postnormal case, the condition may increase the risk of trauma to the anterior 
maxillary teeth due to an overjet. Chewing ability may also, in both pre- and 
postnormal conditions, be adversely affected (4, 5).  

Malocclusions have been reported in over 60% of preschool children and 
between 50%-74% of schoolchildren. Malocclusions can be divided into 
dento-alveolar and skeletal anomalies; in most cases, a genetic factor affects 
the development of the teeth and jaws. Table 1 presents the most common 
anomalies (6). 
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                      Table 1. Prevalence of anomalies in children aged   
7-13 years (n = 5,459). 

Malocclusions % 
Occlusal:  
     Postnormal 14 
     Crossbite 11 
     Inversion frontally 11 
     Deep bite 8 
     Open bite frontally 4 
     Prenormal 4 
     Scissors bite 2 
Space:  
     Crowding 26 
     Spacing 9 
     Maxillary medial diastema 5 
Dental:  
     Hypodontia 
     Impaction 

6 
5 

     Hyperdontia 1 
 

According to SBU (7), the number of public service specialist posts in 
orthodontics in Sweden per 100,000 children is 1.12 on average (variation 
0.82-1.68) depending on county. In the private sector, it is 0.12 on average 
(variation 0.00-0.29).  

1.1.1 The orthodontic examination 
The orthodontic examination comprises a clinical examination, dental casts, 
and a radiographic analysis. These help the clinician analyse the morphology 
and function of the jaws. An extra-oral examination of the face in frontal and 
lateral views, which includes the function of the masticatory system and the 
temporomandibular joint (TMJ), is the first component of the clinical 
examination. Next is the intra-oral examination where the soft tissues are 
inspected and any parafunctional signs, for example, bruxism, nail biting, and 
mouth breathing, are noted. The dental status is inspected for caries and 
periodontal changes. The orthodontic examination then moves on to making 
study casts of the patient. These are helpful in analysing the relationship 
between the dental arches (8). 

The final part of the orthodontic examination is to consider whether a 
radiological examination would supplement the data already collected and 
contribute to the diagnostics and therapy planning (8). 
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1.1.2 Orthodontic treatment 
The treatment methods can be either preventive/interceptive or corrective 
depending on the age of the patient (7). Preventive treatment is done in the 
primary dentition while interceptive methods are done in the primary or early 
mixed dentition. The purpose of prevention and interception are to interrupt an 
unfavourable development of the dentition. Treatment options include, for 
example, grinding and use of removable orthodontic appliances (a plastic plate 
that covers the palate and is secured with clips on teeth). Corrective treatment 
often uses fixed brackets to treat malocclusions of the permanent dentition. 
Treatment lasts 1-2 years. The Invisalign system corrects malocclusions using 
a series of removable transparent plastic rails or covers; these are replaced 
every 2 weeks as the teeth gradually move toward their final position.  

1.1.3 Adverse effects of orthodontic treatment  
Orthodontic treatment is not without risk, so patient benefit should outweigh 
the potential risks.  

Almost all adolescents experience varying degrees of root shortening after 
orthodontic treatment. Lund et al. found that up to 91% of all teeth that had 
been positionally corrected in orthodontic treatment presented some degree of 
root shortening (9). Reductions in marginal bone levels were more common at 
lingual than at buccal surfaces (10). Treatment with fixed appliances increased 
the risk of enamel demineralization, leading to caries, and maintaining 
adequate oral hygiene around the fixed appliances could be difficult (11).  

 

1.2 Radiographic techniques  

1.2.1 Intra-oral radiography 
Intra-oral radiographic examinations of children can be challenging. The 
smaller dental arches of children sometimes require smaller detectors. Even 
with an appropriately sized detector, an inability to tolerate the detector intra-
orally could limit the usefulness of an intra-oral radiographic examination. 

1.2.2 Panoramic radiography 
Panoramic imaging is an extra-oral alternative that depicts teeth and alveolar 
bone along with the surrounding tissue.  
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                      Table 1. Prevalence of anomalies in children aged   
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Dental:  
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     Impaction 

6 
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In panoramic imaging, the x-ray tube head rotates around one side of the 
patient while the attached receptor follows on the opposite side (12, 13). The 
shape of the image layer is designed so that the basal part of an average sized 
jaw will be positioned within the layer. If the jaws are not correctly placed in 
this fixed layer, distortions may occur.   

Panoramic radiographs distort the size and shape of the object being imaged 
(12, 13). Several factors influence this distortion, for example, the x-ray 
source-to-object distance, the path of the rotational centre, and the position of 
the object within the image layer.  

The patient must be positioned correctly to avoid errors that would affect 
diagnostics. In the correct horizontal head position, the hard palate is parallel 
to the floor; this prevents the head from tilting upward or downward. 
Positioning the head symmetrically, with the head in a straight line, ensures 
that the length and width of the teeth on both sides will be the same. Bite 
blocks, chin cup rests, and positioning lights, among others, are useful for 
positioning the jaw within the sharp image layer. On the market today there 
are panoramic machine that use, namely an autofocus function to optimize 
image quality. Instead of using positioning lights, the machine use a low-dose 
test scout of the patient’s middle front teeth to positioning the patient in the 
focal layer (14). Instructing patients to press their tongue against the hard 
palate will avoid a dark area of airspace between the tongue and the hard palate 
on the radiographic image (12).  

The advantage of panoramic radiography is the large amount of information 
one image provides compared to an intra-oral image, along with the lower 
amount of time needed to produce this information. However, due to inefficient 
projection geometry and weak capacity to display fine anatomical structures in 
panoramic radiography, supplementary radiography could be needed when a 
diagnosis cannot be established (15, 16). 

1.2.3 Lateral cephalometric and hand-wrist radiographs 
Lateral cephalometric imaging is mainly used in connection with orthodontic 
treatment and orthognathic surgery. The skull and the top of the cervical spine 
are imaged; use of a collimated beam reduces the amount of delivered radiation 
and avoids the cervical spine, thyroid gland, and some of the skull. During 
exposure, the mid-sagittal plane must be parallel to the detector to avoid 
asymmetry between the right and left sides. 
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Hand-wrist radiographs can be used to assess skeletal maturation, including 
the velocity of facial growth. During exposure, the palm of the left hand is 
placed facing downward (17). 

1.2.4 Cone-beam computed tomography  
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been used in dentistry since 
the late 1990s, and its rapid commercialisation has doubtless increased access 
to CBCT scanners among general practitioners (18). Further, when dentists 
decide to replace their panoramic equipment with a newer model, and wish to 
have access to the new technology, they often consider a combined CBCT and 
panoramic unit. CBCT has also gained in popularity among medical 
radiologists and in many dental specialties other than oral radiology.  

CBCT is currently marketed as a low dose technique for cranio-facial 
examinations in dentistry (18). However, comparing the dose between 
computed tomography (CT) and CBCT can be complicated. For small or 
medium fields of view (FOV), the dose is higher in CT than in CBCT 
examinations. For large FOVs, however the dose may be higher in CBCT than 
in CT (19). 

CBCT images depict structures with high contrast; thus, the images are suitable 
for assessing hard tissue structures, but not soft tissue conditions (18, 20). The 
medical field often uses CBCT to monitor the position of the subject during 
radiation therapy (21).  

CBCT uses a cone-shaped x-ray beam (hence, the name of the technique) and 
a detector in synchronous rotation around the patient in order to image the 
region of interest. Even though the name of the technology is CBCT, there is 
a large variation in how it is implemented. The x-ray source is either constant 
or pulsed and can be collimated as a cone or pyramid. The pulsed x-ray 
technique reduces radiation exposure to the patient. The shape of the scanned 
volume - the FOV - can be spherical, cylindrical, or convex triangular. 
Rotation can be 180⁰, 270⁰, or 360⁰, with one scan taking 5-40 seconds. The 
size of the FOV can be adjusted, depending on the size of the region of interest. 
Most CBCT units have discrete, fixed FOVs; more recent models, however, 
offer freely adjustable collimation that allow an FOV of any height along the 
z-direction (22, 23). 

One rotation of the gantry is necessary to obtain the volumetric data set 
(cylindrical volume). The computer divides the cylinder into voxels in a 
primary reconstruction. Multiplanar or secondary reconstruction occurs by 
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merging separate images in the sagittal, coronal, and axial planes. 
Examinations can be done sitting, standing or supine depending on the unit.  

 

1.3 Radiation protection 

1.3.1 Risk of ionising radiation 
All ionising radiation may cause harm at the cellular level to the organs and 
tissues of any exposed individual due to ionisation of the atoms in the cells. 
Radiation will be absorbed in varying amounts by radiosensitive organs and 
tissues, setting physical and chemical reactions in motion. Biological changes 
may occur as direct or indirect effects of ionisation. Direct effects include 
chromosomal damage to the DNA, cell death, and reduced function in the 
tissue or organ. Indirect effects include radiolysis of water – the conversion of 
water to free hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals. Most changes are reversible and 
immediately repaired by the body; in this context, two factors are important: 
1) the ability to repair radiation damage, and 2) the capacity to produce new 
cells. 

The risk with ionising radiation is the risk for detrimental non-stochastic 
(deterministic) effects at high doses as for example nuclear accidents, and the 
probability of stochastic (random) effects (later damage, nominal risk of cancer 
and heritable effects). Non-stochastic effects are damage from ionising 
radiation that occurs when the radiation dose exceeds a threshold value, which 
varies for different health effects and where severity increases with increasing 
radiation dose. Stochastic effects have no threshold, and thus, the timing of an 
effect cannot be predicted. Risk increases proportionally with dose and can 
result many years later in cancer. Stochastic effects can be limited by justifying 
all exposure according to the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) 
principle (24). 

1.3.2 Radiation risk to children 
We know that radiation sensitivity varies with age and that children are more 
sensitive to radiation than adults due to higher cell turnover and longer 
remaining expected lifetimes. Thus, an effective dose determined in adults may 
yield unreliable results when used to calculate radiation risk in children. There 
is good evidence that radiation risks are generally higher at younger ages. 
Further, sensitivity to radiation also differs between males and females (24, 
25). Figure 1 shows the lifetime risk of cancer (26).  
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Figure 1. Radiation dose and risk. (The figure is reproduced from Radiation Safety 
with kind permission from The British Institute of Radiology). 

 

1.3.3 Patient radiation protection 
In the European guidelines on radiation protection in dental radiology, the 
recommendation for all patients, is to use a thyroid shield in intra-oral 
radiography only when the primary beam is in line of or very close to the 
thyroid gland (27). However, in Sweden, the mandate is to use thyroid 
shielding for each intra-oral exposure (28). 

During exposure in panoramic radiography, thyroid shields and leaded aprons 
are not recommended. The thyroid shield may interfere with the primary beam, 
and lead aprons do not protect against scattered radiation. Also, a lead apron 
placed too high on the patient’s neck can cause an artefact in the image, 
necessitating a retake. In cephalometric radiography, if beam collimation does 
not exclude the thyroid gland during exposure, protection with a thyroid shield 
may be necessary (27). 

In CBCT examinations, a shielding device can be used if the thyroid gland lies 
close to the primary beam, to reduce the dose. But the shield should be used 
with great care so that it does not integrate with the x-ray beam (29). 
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1.4 The International Commission on Radiological 
Protection  

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) is the 
international organisation with a “mission to protect people, animals, and the 
environment from harmful effects" of ionising radiation (24). Its 
recommendations form the basis of radiation protection policy, regulations, 
guidelines, and practice worldwide.  

The ICRP defines three fundamental principles for an acceptable system of 
radiation protection: justification, optimisation, and the use of dose limits.  

The principle of justification weighs benefit with harm on an individual basis 
and determines whether the radiation exposure would be more beneficial than 
any harm caused. The guiding principle is “ALARA”.  

The principle of optimisation means that the radiation dose to the patient 
should be as low as possible without compromising the diagnostic information; 
this principle is also known as the As Low As Diagnostically Achievable 
(ALADA) principle. These principles are also applied when patients are 
referred for radiography. Appropriate referral procedures should be used, and 
the referring dentist should supply sufficient clinical information and pertinent 
radiographs.  

Dose limits, for the public and occupational-exposed workers, are in place to 
protect individuals from exposure to unwarranted amounts of radiation (24).  

1.4.1 ICRP publications 
A 1990 review of earlier ICRP publications replaced Publication 26 (year 
1977) with a new one, ICRP Publication 60. The new publication was a 
paradigm shift, based on the review of the deterministic effects of ionising 
radiation in organs and tissues. Publication 60 (30), presented thresholds for 
deterministic effects and new, lower annual dose limits for the public and for 
workers, based on the risk of stochastic effects. These led to major changes in 
protection philosophy. Other recommendations in 1990 also included new 
estimates for the likelihood of delayed damage following radiation exposure 
and a rigorous review of stochastic effects in exposed individuals. For a 
population of all ages, the risk of fatal cancer was estimated to be 5% per Sv.  

Seventeen years later, in 2007, ICRP updated the effective dose estimation 
(i.e., the radiation risk) for human organs and tissues (24). The new 
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recommendation (Publication 103) replaced the recommendations issued in 
1990, and for the first time, among others, salivary glands and brain tissue were 
included in the weighting scheme. Publication 103 also changed the endpoint 
for the assessments from death due to cancer, to cancer incidence. These 
revised estimations have resulted in reassessments of the radiation risk in oral 
radiographic examinations.  

Today’s knowledge of how ionising radiation induces cancer in living 
organisms was derived from human epidemiological studies. It is based on 
careful observation and follow-ups of human populations that have been 
exposed to high doses of radiation. The populations are, among others, victims 
of nuclear accidents or nuclear bomb survivors of the 1945 Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki incidents. In 2003, a dosimetry change in organ dose estimates for 
the survivors of atomic bombing decreased cancer risk estimates by 8%. The 
new dosimetry system estimated a slight increase in gamma dose and a 
decrease in neutron dose (31). However, some uncertainty regarding low-dose 
ionising radiation exposure remains due to the applicability of the results of 
this group (32). 

 

1.5 Radiation doses 

1.5.1 Quantities and units 
The ICRP has defined dose quantities for use in radiation protection.  

Dose area product  

The dose area product (DAP) is a method for monitoring the total amount of 
radiation delivered to the patient. A transmission ionisation chamber measures 
the amount of emitted radiation. The chamber must intercept the entire x-ray 
field to produce an accurate reading. Depending on which part of the body is 
irradiated and the type of x-ray equipment used, conversion factors are 
available, and the effective dose can be calculated in order to assess radiation 
risk. DAP can be used for optimising the exposure parameters of an 
examination (33). 
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Absorbed dose 

The absorbed dose is a measure of the ionising radiation that has been 
transferred to a unit of mass at a point in the body. Since 1978, absorbed dose 
is measured in the unit Gray (Gy; 1 Gy = 1 J/kg). Absorbed dose is a physical 
quantity with no consideration to the biological effects of the radiation.  

Equivalent dose  

The equivalent dose (HT) is a measure of the biological effect of radiation in 
the tissue and organs. It is based on the absorbed dose with reference to the 
type of radiation in question. Equivalent dose is calculated by multiplying the 
absorbed dose in the relevant organ or tissue with the weighting factor for the 
type of radiation (WR; the WR for photons = 1). Equivalent doses are expressed 
in Sievert (Sv) units. 

Effective dose 

The effective dose takes into account the radiation sensitivities of body organs 
and is used to compare reference levels or dose constraints (24). Effective dose 
is calculated in Sv and is defined as the sum of the HT for each tissue and organ 
in the body, multiplied by the relevant tissue weighting factor (WT). The WT is 
a relative measure of the risk of stochastic effects that might result from 
irradiation of a specific tissue. Radiosensitive organs or tissues each have a 
unique WT that indicates the seriousness of an injury. WT are used for the entire 
population, regardless of age and gender; thus, the WT used in adults is also 
used in children. 

1.5.2 Radiosensitive organs 
In oral radiology, the brain, the pituitary gland, the eye, and the salivary and 
thyroid glands are among the organs at risk during exposure (34-36). Further, 
additional organs at risk are red bone marrow, the oesophagus, bone surfaces, 
lymphatic nodes, the oral mucosa, muscle, the skin, and the extrathoracic 
region.  

The radiation dose delivered to the salivary and thyroid glands depends on the 
size of the region of interest and the vertical angle of the primary beam. In 
panoramic radiography, for example, the salivary glands are located within the 
x-ray beam throughout exposure. Intra-oral systems, on the other hand, expose 
only a small area of the glands.  
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1.6 Calculations of radiation dose 
There are different approaches to measuring doses to organs. Measurements of 
absorbed doses can be made 1) by placing dosimeters on the skin of the patient 
or in a phantom head, 2) using the metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect 
transistor (MOSFET) dosimeter, 3) by exposing Gafchromic tm film or 4) in a 
Monte Carlo simulation. 

When a phantom head is used for absorbed dose measurements 
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are placed in regions of radiosensitive 
organs. A TLD is a type of dosimeter that emits visible light when heated after 
exposure to ionising radiation. The light is proportional to the dose. After each 
exposure the TLDs are read out, but prior to each exposure session, the TLDs 
are annealed for 1 h at 400o C (37). One of the advantages of using TLDs is the 
small size of the TLD elements.  

The digital dosimeter, such as MOSFET is a small device connected by a cable 
or a wire-less blue-tooth transceiver to a read-out instrument and thereby, 
offering immediate read-out (38, 39).  

Another way to measure organ dose is to use Gafchromic film dosimetry. The 
film dosimeter is placed between selected levels in a head and neck phantom 
to record the distribution of the absorbed radiation dose. After exposure, the 
film is digitised in a scanner and an image program is used to convert the pixel 
values to absorbed dose distributions (40).  

A Monte Carlo simulation is a probability-based calculation method using a 
mathematical phantom model to calculate organ doses and effective dose (41). 
In radiation physics, the method has proven particularly valuable for studying 
particle transport or electromagnetics. Estimations of quantities are done by 
simulating a large number of particles through matter (42).  

1.6.1 Radiation doses from various radiographic techniques 
Table 2 presents effective dose measurements made between 1991 and 2012 
for various oral radiographic techniques. 
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Absorbed dose 
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panoramic radiography, for example, the salivary glands are located within the 
x-ray beam throughout exposure. Intra-oral systems, on the other hand, expose 
only a small area of the glands.  
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Table 2. Effective doses (in µSv) for various radiographic techniques. 

First 
author 
Year 

 
Method ICRP FMX 1 BW 4 BW PX LAT 

CBCT   
Range 
(medium)  
 DA       CF 

Velders 
1991 
(43) 

TLD  
(n = un- 
known) 

1990  1# 
3-4†      

White 
1992 
(44) 

Review  
TLD,  
Monte 
Carlo 

1990 84†   6.7    

Ludlow 
2008 
(36) 

TLD 
(n=24) 1990 12.2#  1 4.3 3.7   

Ludlow  
2008 
(36) 

TLD 
(n=24) 2007 34.9#  5 14.2 5.6   

Thedo-
rakou 
2012 
(45) 

TLD 
(n=104) 
10-year-
old 

2007      
16- 
214 
(43) 

114-
282 
(186) 

Thedo-
rakou 
2012 
(45) 

TLD 
(n=140) 
Adoles-
cent 

2007      
18-
70 
(32) 

81-
216 
(135) 

ICRP: The International Commission on Radiological Protection, FMX: Full-mouth survey, BW: Bitewing, 

PX: Panoramic, LAT: Lateral cephalometric, CBCT: cone-beam computed tomography, DA: Dentoalveolar, 
CF: Craniofacial, #: rectangular cone, †: round cone. 

 

Measurements of effective doses have decreased in intra-oral radiology and 
increased in panoramic radiography over time. CBCT delivers higher doses 
than do conventional radiographic methods, however, the dose can vary 
greatly. Delivered CBCT dose depends on factors such as the FOV, exposure 
parameters, and equipment type.  

Although several measurements of effective dose, and thus radiation risk, have 
been reported, the measurements vary considerably over time depending on 
how the examination was performed and what equipment was used. Thus, there 
is a need for further studies on dose measurements so that method and 
equipment can be compared with published reports.  
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1.7 Indications for oral radiography in orthodontics 
A clinical examination must always precede a radiographic examination to 
ensure that each radiograph is justified (27). 

In orthodontics, existing bitewings (if the size of the digital detectors allows) 
as well as periapical radiographs, can be useful for establishing the presence 
and position of unerupted teeth. Periapical radiographs can also be used for 
determining the shape of the roots besides detecting apical diseases, or to 
assess dental injuries. 

A list of indications for panoramic radiography in a textbook on oral radiology 
includes the needs for an overview of the jaws and dentition; for examinations 
of pathological conditions such as cysts, tumours, or infections; for a gross 
estimation of the TMJ; and for assessing impacted teeth, the eruption status of 
the permanent dentition, and maxillofacial skeleton developmental 
disturbances (13). Periodontal bone levels, wisdom teeth, and gross negligence 
of the teeth are other conditions that panoramic images can be helpful in 
assessing (46).  

Orthodontic planning and treatment often take advantage of lateral 
cephalometric radiography to evaluate the craniofacial complex relating to 
skeletal discrepancies, soft tissue abnormalities, and growth-related changes.  

When CBCT was introduced, no specific indications for its use in various 
diagnostic tasks were available, so its rapid and easy accessibility raised 
concerns in the radiological profession about the higher radiation exposure, 
and consequently the risk, especially in children and adolescents. It soon 
became vital, as with all new medical technologies, to develop evidence-based 
guidance for its justification and optimisation. 

1.7.1 Regulations on the use of oral radiography 
All countries have their own regulations on the management and use of dental 
radiographic equipment, which are based on the ICRP recommendations.  In 
Sweden, all dental professions receive training in intra-oral radiography, but 
the responsibility for overall management of intra-oral radiology in a clinic 
rests with a licensed dentist. For panoramic radiography, a 3-day post-graduate 
course in its management and use is mandatory, while for CBCT, a board-
certified oral radiologist must oversee and be responsible for all CBCT-related 
operations. Table 3 lists requirements for the operation of radiographic 
equipment in six countries. 
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Table 3. Requirements for the operation of X-ray machines in 
dental clinics. 

Country 
Authorisation required (as of 2021) 
Radiographic technique 
IO PAN CEPH TOM 

Sweden a L, E L, E L, S 
Denmark b No No Lc 

Norway b b b S 
Finland d d d c, d 

UK No No No e 

USA No No No No 

IO, intra-oral; PAN, panoramic; CEPH, cephalometric; TOM, 
tomography; No = nothing required; L = operator license; E = 
mandatory post-graduate course; S = specialist in oral and 
maxillofacial radiology; aNotification obligation; bRadiation 
protection coordinator; cSpecialist in diagnostic radiology or dentist 
with dedicated training; dSafety permit required; eIf the FOV 
extends outside the dento-alveolar area, a specialist in oral and 
maxillofacial radiology or a medical radiologist (head and neck 
radiologist; or ears, nose and throat radiologist) must be in charge. 

 

The variations in regulations may depend on the requirements for fulfilment of 
the undergraduate national curriculum and on whether oral and maxillofacial 
radiology is an acknowledged specialty. In Norway and Sweden, oral 
radiology is a certified specialty with similar approaches regarding e.g., CBCT 
regulation. In Denmark, oral radiology is not a specialty, so the National 
Institute of Radiation Protection at the Danish Health Authority mandates that 
a general practising dentist must attend a 5-day post-graduate course in order 
to be certified in the management of CBCT (47). The 2-days training for CBCT 
in Denmark comprises practical exercises such as the positioning of the patient, 
analyses of image quality, exposure parameters, and software management. 
The manufacturer conducts the training in this part while the dental school is 
responsible for a 3-day theoretical course. This is more or less similar to the 
concept of a mandatory panoramic course for Swedish dentists. 

In the UK, according to the Guidance Notes for Dental Practitioners on the 
Safe Use of X-ray Equipment, there is a need of adequate training for all dental 
staff involved with CBCT examinations. The recommended courses are 
divided into three levels, such as “core” training, training for operators, and 
finally training in image interpretation and justifications (48). Manufacturers 
conduct training in the practical management of their CBCT equipment during 
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installation. However, no training in image interpretation is done and 
according to Popat et al., the ability to analyse CBCT images is therefore 
unknown (49). Regions outside the jaws, including the paranasal sinuses, the 
inner ear, and the cervical spine, could unwittingly be depicted with an FOV 
that covers more than intended. These regions are outside of their expertise and 
would be challenging to analyse. Cha et al. reported an overall rate of 
incidental findings in the maxillofacial area of 24.6%, with the airway being 
the most common location (18.2%), followed by the TMJ (3.4%) (50). 

1.7.2 Guidelines in oral radiology 
Swedish recommendations in 1970 differ from those currently in force 
concerning patient age and choice of radiographic technique. In the 1970s the 
Nordic countries recommended yearly bitewings from 3-4 years of age. At a 
patient age of 7 years, periapical images were recommended to supplement 
occlusal and/or oblique lateral radiographs in order to identify permanent tooth 
buds. Intra-oral full-mouth examinations were recommended at 15–16 years of 
age, and oblique lateral radiographs at 18–19 years to assess the presence of 
third molars. The recommendations were based on past knowledge of ionising 
radiation and its harmfulness, and the prevalence of dental disease at the time 
(51). Today the indication for bitewings has to be individualised, and bitewing 
examinations are recommended from the age of 5 years if caries cannot be 
inspected visually (52). 

Oral radiology guidelines are designed to help the clinician avoid delivering 
unnecessary radiation to the patient; the guidelines are also essential tools for 
radiation protection. Sweden currently has no national guidelines for oral and 
maxillofacial radiology, which means that dental hygienists, dentists, and 
specialists who work with x-rays take radiographs based on individual need 
according to the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM) (28). The Swedish 
National Board of Health and Welfare has developed national guidelines for 
adult dental care to ensure good quality and equal care. At present, there is no 
similar directive for children and adolescents (53). During the autumn of 2021, 
the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare revised the guidelines to 
include dental care for children and, also, recommendations for the use of 
CBCT (54).  

In contrast to Sweden, other countries such as the UK and the US have 
guidelines for radiographic examinations in connection with orthodontic 
treatment. The British Orthodontic Society has developed guidelines to assist 
orthodontists with the choice and timing of radiographs (55). In the late 1990s, 
the guidelines of the American Association of Orthodontists recommended the 
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following as a minimum for treatment planning: a lateral cephalogram, a 
panoramic image, and a full-mouth set of periapical and bitewing radiographs. 
No set of guidelines is permanent, however, and these were revised in 2017 
(56). For comprehensive orthodontic treatment, the new guidelines 
recommended extra- and intra-oral radiographs as a baseline to supplement the 
clinical findings, together with dental casts to assess the inter- and intra-arches. 
CBCT images could be taken to evaluate craniofacial structures and identify 
skeletal anomalies. 

The European SEDENTEXCT project was initiated to develop evidence-based 
guidelines for the use of CBCT in dentistry. These included referral criteria, 
quality assurance guidelines, and optimisation strategies. The Provisional 
Guidelines were made available in 2009, followed by the publication in 2012 
in the European Commission’s Radiation Series as “Radiation Protection No. 
172, Cone Beam CT for Dental and Maxillofacial Radiology”. SEDENTEXCT 
guidelines list the localisation of impacted teeth and the detection of resorption 
on adjacent teeth as justifications for CBCT, when such information cannot be 
obtained with conventional radiography. The size of the FOV should be 
compatible with clinical findings, so that merely the area of interest is depicted 
(29).   

In 2019, the European Academy of Paediatric Dentistry (EAPD) updated their 
recommendations on intra-oral radiographs (bitewing and periapical), 
panoramic radiographs, and CBCT examinations. Justifications for bitewing 
radiographs should be based on the latest documented extent of caries. 
Periapical radiography is the first-hand choice for detecting dental anomalies 
and developmental disorders. Panoramic radiographs are an option for patients 
who cannot tolerate intra-oral radiographs or who present severe acute 
periapical infection. Use of CBCT can be justified whenever images improve 
treatment outcome (57).  

 

1.8 Technical factors affecting dose 

1.8.1 Dental x-ray equipment 
For intra-oral radiography, according to the SSM, the collimator must be 
adaptable so that the size and shape of the beam corresponds to the size and 
shape of the detector (28). Even though the recommendation is to use a 
collimator that has the same size as the detector, smaller collimators are 
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currently unavailable; only collimators for normal-sized detectors, that is, 30 x 
40 mm, can be procured.  

Stenström et al., already in 1986 emphasised that circular collimation was not 
recommended due to the higher absorbed doses compared with a rectangular 
collimator (58). The maximum skin dose decreased by 25% in a full-mouth 
intra-oral examination when a rectangular, instead of a circular, collimator 
was used (58). Mupparapu et al. found, when measuring DAP, that when 
collimators matching detectors with smaller active imaging areas than size 2 
were used, the patient exposure could be reduced by 32%-53% (59).  
 
Today, panoramic machines offer adult and child programs. Depending on the 
manufacturer, some machines also offer a selection of image sizes. The 
technology takes advantages of an adaptable collimator, which offers optimal 
sizes of the jaw, side, and individual quadrants (46).  

1.8.2 Detectors 
Digital systems are the most used in intra- and extra-oral radiography. In 2016, 
98% of 1,244 Swedish dentists were using digital intra-oral techniques (60). 
As early as 2007, Körner et al., concluded that the future of medical radiology 
would be digital (61).  

Digital radiography has numerous benefits over analogue (film-based) 
radiography. Digital systems may allow dose reduction, although the optimal 
radiograph is a balance between image quality and patient exposure. Compared 
with film, a digital phosphor screen allows a dose reduction of 50% without 
loss of image quality (62). Digital systems are also more environmentally 
friendly as they require no environmentally hazardous chemicals. Another 
advantage of digital images is that they can be optimized after exposure to 
enhance brightness and contrast. 

Digital intra-oral detectors can be divided into two main technologies such as 
solid-state systems and photostimulable phosphor (PSP) systems. There are 
two types of solid-state sensors, such as charge-coupled devices (CCD) and 
complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS). Digital intra-oral 
detectors react to lower amounts of radiation than does film and, due to this 
higher sensitivity, allow for reductions in the delivered dose. With a CCD or a 
CMOS detector, radiation doses can be reduced compared with film. Berkhout 
et al. stated that digital intra-oral systems most likely use lower doses of 
radiation to produce a diagnostically acceptable image than analogue film (63). 
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collimator that has the same size as the detector, smaller collimators are 
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currently unavailable; only collimators for normal-sized detectors, that is, 30 x 
40 mm, can be procured.  

Stenström et al., already in 1986 emphasised that circular collimation was not 
recommended due to the higher absorbed doses compared with a rectangular 
collimator (58). The maximum skin dose decreased by 25% in a full-mouth 
intra-oral examination when a rectangular, instead of a circular, collimator 
was used (58). Mupparapu et al. found, when measuring DAP, that when 
collimators matching detectors with smaller active imaging areas than size 2 
were used, the patient exposure could be reduced by 32%-53% (59).  
 
Today, panoramic machines offer adult and child programs. Depending on the 
manufacturer, some machines also offer a selection of image sizes. The 
technology takes advantages of an adaptable collimator, which offers optimal 
sizes of the jaw, side, and individual quadrants (46).  
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98% of 1,244 Swedish dentists were using digital intra-oral techniques (60). 
As early as 2007, Körner et al., concluded that the future of medical radiology 
would be digital (61).  

Digital radiography has numerous benefits over analogue (film-based) 
radiography. Digital systems may allow dose reduction, although the optimal 
radiograph is a balance between image quality and patient exposure. Compared 
with film, a digital phosphor screen allows a dose reduction of 50% without 
loss of image quality (62). Digital systems are also more environmentally 
friendly as they require no environmentally hazardous chemicals. Another 
advantage of digital images is that they can be optimized after exposure to 
enhance brightness and contrast. 

Digital intra-oral detectors can be divided into two main technologies such as 
solid-state systems and photostimulable phosphor (PSP) systems. There are 
two types of solid-state sensors, such as charge-coupled devices (CCD) and 
complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS). Digital intra-oral 
detectors react to lower amounts of radiation than does film and, due to this 
higher sensitivity, allow for reductions in the delivered dose. With a CCD or a 
CMOS detector, radiation doses can be reduced compared with film. Berkhout 
et al. stated that digital intra-oral systems most likely use lower doses of 
radiation to produce a diagnostically acceptable image than analogue film (63). 
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Solid-state detectors sometimes require several radiographs of the same area 
in order to cover the anatomical structures or disease of interest. Although the 
size of the detector is the same as for conventional film, the surface of the solid-
state detectors has a smaller active area than its total area, and the sum of the 
delivered doses may be higher (64). Solid-state detectors are clumsy, and 
correct positioning can be difficult; some systems have a cord, which may be 
problematic.  

Digital detectors are also used in extra-oral radiographic techniques such as 
panoramic, lateral cephalometric, and CBCT. The detectors in panoramic and 
lateral cephalometric radiography are solid-state detectors or direct conversion 
sensors, and in CBCT, the detectors are flat-panel, CMOS, or direct conversion 
sensors (DCS). 

 

1.9 Image quality 
The main aim of good image quality is to produce diagnostically acceptable 
radiographs and improve treatment outcome.  An image with good quality will 
reduce the number of examinations, limit the radiation dose, and lower 
financial costs for patients and healthcare providers. As a minimum, dental 
radiographs with unacceptable quality should be no greater than 10% and for 
CBCT images, no greater than 5% (27, 29). 

For intra-oral radiographs (bitewing and periapical), the European guidelines 
on radiation protection in dental radiology list these characteristics as ideal: 
optimal image geometry, correct anatomical coverage, good brightness and 
contrast, and an adequate number of images. For extra-oral techniques such as 
panoramic and lateral cephalometric radiographs and CBCT images, good 
image quality is defined as follows: lack of metallic foreign objects, which can 
cause artefacts; correct patient positioning; correct anatomical coverage; good 
brightness  and contrast; and adequate exposure parameters (27). Dhillon et al. 
analysed the image quality of panoramic radiographs by classifying errors into 
three categories: excellent, diagnostically acceptable, or unacceptable. The 
study found that only 11% of the images could be rated excellent and that every 
fourth panoramic image should have been retaken in order to achieve good 
image quality (65).  

Several studies have shown that the most common error in panoramic 
radiography was the patient’s inability to position the tongue against the hard 
palate during exposure (65-67). Other common errors occur when the occlusal 
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plane is rotated upward or downward (68). Although several studies have 
analysed errors in panoramic radiographs, very few have studied panoramic 
radiographs in children. Further studies on the number of errors in panoramic 
radiographs taken on children and adolescents are thus needed so that 
comparisons with what has already been reported can be made.  

In all oral radiographic techniques, patient movement during exposure causes 
motion artefacts that can jeopardise image quality. In CBCT, movement may 
appear as a double contour. Other artefacts that can affect image quality in 
CBCT as well as in CT are metal artefacts such as tooth fillings and dense oral 
tissue such as enamel, which cause streaks and beam hardening artefacts in the 
images (69). 

Dose reduction can be done without loss of diagnostic capability (70). One 
study found that although reducing the mA may produce an inferior image 
quality subjectively, diagnostic performance was not affected (71). Viewing 
conditions are another important aspect, for example, monitor placement, 
ambient lighting, and the type of monitor and monitor calibration mode (72, 
73). 

 

1.10 Survey studies 
To investigate the use of radiographic examinations in connection with 
orthodontic treatment, the number and type of taken radiographs taken can be 
analysed. However, for understanding when and why different techniques are 
used, a survey study allows the investigation of aspects not available in a 
retrospective perusal of patient histories. As with most things, however, 
surveys have both advantages and disadvantages. Advantages include lower 
costs and less time compared to traditional interviews (74). This is particularly 
true when the respondents are geographically diverse and numerous. Cost-
effectiveness also increases the more questions the survey contains. 
Questionnaires also reduce the risk of partiality as the questions are the same 
for all respondents. Numerical compilations and statistics programs are good 
aids in analysis. E-mail allows respondents to fill out the questionnaire when 
it suits them. Whether the participant chooses to read the surveys emails, 
however, is a disadvantage (75). 

The common problem in questionnaires surveys is a poor response rate, which 
can significantly reduce the credibility of the survey. Glass et al. report a drop-
out rate of 40%-60% for questionnaire studies (76). Another disadvantage is 
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the strict and nuanced form of the instrument. The respondent is not allowed 
any great flexibility in pre-determined response options. Adding possibilities 
for open-ended responses to supplement the questions would remedy this 
problem.  

Interviews are an alternative to surveys, either individually or in focus groups. 
The interviewer queries the respondent or group about the topic in question. 
The conversation is recorded for later transcription verbatim, and finally, all 
answers are categorized for compilation and analysis (77).  
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2 AIMS 
The overall aims of this thesis were to analyse the use of radiographs and the 
radiation doses and risk associated with orthodontic treatment.  

Study I 

To determine absorbed doses to radiosensitive organs and to calculate effective 
doses in intra-oral and panoramic digital radiography using the ICRP 103 
tissue weighting factors. 

Study II 

To assess the frequencies of error, pathologies, and anomalies in panoramic 
radiographs of orthodontic patients and to compare findings with the patients 
record. 

Study III 

To investigate the objectives for the choice of radiographic technique in 
orthodontic treatment using a web-based questionnaire survey of orthodontic 
specialists.  

Study IV 

To assess radiation risk during orthodontic treatment by analysing the number 
of radiographs taken and the techniques used. 
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3 METHODS 
The present thesis is based on four studies. Study I used an anthropomorphic 
head to measure absorbed organ doses and calculate effective doses from 
digital intra-oral and panoramic radiographs. Studies II and IV are 
retrospective studies of children and adolescents referred for treatment to 
specialist clinics in orthodontics. The online questionnaire in Study III 
addressed orthodontic specialists and queried the use of radiographs during 
orthodontic treatment. The second part of Study III was a qualitative study, 
where participants were interviewed by telephone.  

 

3.1 Study I: Absorbed organ dose and effective dose 
Method 

Measurements of absorbed dose were made using an anthropomorphic head 
and neck phantom representing an average male with thermoluminescent 
dosimeters (TLDs) placed in fixed positions in holes drilled in each slab of the 
phantom. The positions of the TLDs were verified radiographically with CT 
scanning to ensure correct positioning concerning the organs of interest (Figure 
2). The TLD were annealed for 1 h at 400ºC prior to each measuring session; 
after irradiation, they were read out in a reader. Each TLD was assigned an 
identification number; in all, 270 were used. During each exposure, 30 TLDs 
were placed in the region of the brain (anterior and posterior regions), pituitary 
gland, the eyes (right and left), the parotid and submandibular glands (right and 
left), the thyroid gland, and the skin entrance surface. Three to four TLDs were 
used to check background radiation levels, and 5–7 TLDs, for reference dose 
measurements to correct the sensitivity of the TLDs between calibration and 
the measurement session. To determine the average reference dose delivered, 
10 or 20 exposures for an intra-oral examination, or 5 exposures for a 
panoramic image, were made, and the delivered dose sums were divided by 
the number of exposures in the examination. 
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Figure 2. Phantom head of a male individual showing placement of the 30 
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) in Study I. The TLDs (small white spots) 
were placed on 8 levels in organ regions of interest: levels 1 and 2, the brain; 
level 3, the pituitary gland and eye/eyelid; levels 4 and 5, the parotid gland; level 
6, the parotid and submandibular glands; level 7, the submandibular gland; and 
level 8, the thyroid gland. 

 

Intra-oral radiography 

A Gendex Oralix DC© operating at 60 kV and 7 mA with a rectangular 
collimation was used for intra-oral exposures. To depict the regions of interest 
for a full-mouth radiographic examination (18 intra-oral radiographs), 
exposures were made with the projections recommended for periapical 
imaging in the different regions in the maxillae and the mandible, such as of 
the incisors, canines, premolars, and molars; two posterior bitewing exposures 
(premolar and molar) were also made.  

Panoramic radiography 

Three digital panoramic units were used: Veraviewpocs©, Cranex Tome 
Ceph©, and Scanora©. 
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Exposure parameters for an average male patient were used for both intra-oral 
and panoramic imaging of the phantom.  

Determination of absorbed organ and effective dose 

Mean organ doses were calculated using the average doses absorbed by the 
TLDs in the anatomic region of the organ: for the salivary glands, from the 18 
TLDs in the anatomic region of the parotid and submandibular glands on both 
sides (right and left); for the oral mucosa an average organ dose was estimated 
from 6 TLDs (2 TLDs in the region of parotid glands and 4 TLDs in the regions 
of submandibular gland) and for the thyroid, from the 3 TLDs in the gland and 
at the skin entrance.  

For the oesophagus, during intra-oral radiography, mean organ dose was 
estimated as 5% of the delivered dose and during panoramic radiography, 10%.  
For the extrathoracic region, mean dose was estimated as 10% of the thyroid 
organ dose. For both the lymphatic gland and surrounding muscle tissue, mean 
dose was estimated as 5% of the calculated parotid gland dose. For the skin, 
mean dose was calculated from estimations of the irradiated skin area of an 
adult male (0.08%) and multiplied by the entrance surface dose for intra-oral 
projections; similar estimations were made for the different panoramic 
equipment.  

The effective dose was calculated by multiplying the equivalent dose for a 
tissue or organ with its tissue weighting factor and then summing the 
equivalent doses for all measured organs and tissues (24). 

 

3.2 Study II: Errors and pathology and Study IV: 
Radiation risk 

Study population 

The study population in Studies II and IV were children and adolescents who 
had completed orthodontic treatment at two specialist clinics in orthodontics 
(Clinics A and B). In Studies II and IV, the patients were from the same clinic 
(Clinic A). The number of patients was the same for both studies; however, the 
number of patients who participated (eligible patients) differed due to different 
exclusion criteria for the two studies.  
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The cohort in Study II comprised 1,287 patients (530 males, 757 females; mean 
age 14.2 years ± SD 2.45). Patients with a cleft palate or craniofacial disorders 
were excluded. 

Study IV recruited 1,790 patients from both clinics (A and B): 1,125 patients 
(473 males, 652 females; mean age 14.1 years ± SD 2.45) from Clinic A and 
665 patients (254 males, 411 females; mean age 16.0 years ± SD 2.37) from 
Clinic B. Exclusion criteria were a cleft palate or other craniofacial disorders, 
incomplete patients record and treatment, and no longer resident in the 
catchment area.  

Method 

Study II analysed digital panoramic radiographs taken by five specially trained 
orthodontic assistants and evaluated at the Specialist clinic in orthodontics, the 
Public Dental Service in Gothenburg, Sweden. Four observers from the Clinic 
of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology, re-evaluated the radiographs for the 
study. Three radiologists evaluated 300 radiographs individually and the fourth 
observer, a postgraduate student, the remaining 387. After a few months, the 
observers made second evaluations of 30 randomly selected radiographs so 
that intra-observer variability could be determined. The observers recorded any 
errors, pathologies, and dental anomalies. Errors were classified as relevant or 
irrelevant clinically. 

The following errors were observed: 

• The head was tilted upwards 
• The head was tilted downwards 
• The head was positioned too far posteriorly, causing a 

widening of the anterior teeth on the radiograph 
• The head was positioned too far anteriorly, causing a blurring 

of the anterior teeth on the radiograph 
• The head was rotated to the right 
• The head was rotated to the left 
• The lower border of the mandible was not imaged 
• The tongue position was incorrect 
• The temporomandibular joints were not imaged 
• The patient had metallic items 
• Other errors i.e., movement artefacts and incorrect machine 

rotation  
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The pathological findings that could be expected to affect orthodontic 
treatment were compared to those documented in the orthodontic patient 
history.  

Study IV analysed the radiographs taken at the two orthodontics clinics 
(Clinics A and B) during different stages of orthodontic treatment. The 
radiographs were divided into three groups: 1) during the treatment planning 
stage, 2) during treatment, and 3) during follow-up. Indications listed in the 
history for each patient were noted. Additional radiographs taken on referral to 
a specialist clinic in oral radiology were also analysed. Justifications and 
number of radiographs were registered.  

The effective doses calculated for the various radiographic techniques, and 
used to determine stochastic risk were the following: panoramic radiographs, 
14.2 µSv (36) and 36 µSv (78), lateral cephalogram, 5.6 µSv (36); intra-oral 
(one image) 0.8 µSv (78); and CBCT (dentoalveolar), 43 µSv for a 10-year-
old  and 32 µSv for an adolescent (45). 

         

3.3 Study III: Choice of radiography in orthodontic 
treatment 

Study population 

A web-based questionnaire was mailed to 255 orthodontic specialists in 
Sweden. The names and year of specialist certifications in orthodontics were 
obtained from the National Board of Health and Welfare. Contact information 
(e-mail addresses) for the orthodontists was acquired by contacting the county 
of residence, and for private dentists, a national organisation. The participants 
worked in either the Public Dental Service (n = 205) or private practice (n = 
50). Exclusion criteria were retired (n = 97), working abroad (n = 91), or 
unknown place of work or contact information (e-mail address; n = 9).  

Questionnaire and data collection  

The first section of the questionnaire queried the orthodontists on their 
employment status, gender, age, location for specialist training, and years of 
experience as a specialist. Other sections were dedicated to their practice and 
use of radiography: annual number of new patients, use of radiographs during 
the three stages of treatment planning, treatment, and follow-up; radiographic 
indications; potential benefit from the radiographs; how radiographs were 
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taken; how the diagnoses were made; how often findings in the radiographs 
changed the treatment plan; whether guidelines exist and how often they were 
used, and their opinion on the need for radiographic guidelines. The 
respondents were not required to answer all 26 questions, and free comments 
were possible for each question (Appendix 1). Four reminders were sent to all 
non-respondents. All free comments were analysed and categorized after 
closure of the web survey, and this resulted in seven standardized questions for 
follow-up interviews (Appendix 2). The intention was to clarify some of the 
responses in the free comments regarding use of panoramic radiographs. In the 
questionnaire, respondents were asked if they were interested in participating 
in a follow-up telephone interview with supplementary questions. 

Fifty-nine respondents agreed to participate in follow-up interviews, however, 
30 provided no contact information; the remaining 29 were contacted by e-
mail. Eleven orthodontists responded to the e-mail and participated in a phone 
interview. The respondents gave their consent for the interviews to be recorded 
and transcribed verbatim.  

 

3.4 Statistics 
Study II 

Inter- and intra-observer variability were calculated using Cohen’s kappa. 

Study III 

Statistical analyses were done using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS; SAS 
Institute; 9.4 TS Level 1M5) and the results are presented as n/N (%) for 
categorical variables and as means (SD) for continuous variables. For 
comparisons between groups, Fisher’s Exact test (lowest 1-sided p-value 
multiplied by 2) was used for dichotomous variables, the Mantel-Haenszel chi-
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The pathological findings that could be expected to affect orthodontic 
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3.5 Ethical approvals 
Study I needed no ethical approval.  

An ethics application was submitted to the Regional Ethical Review Board, 
Gothenburg, Sweden (Daybook no. [Dnr.] 380-11) for Study II, to analyse 
radiographs retrospectively of children and adolescents referred for 
orthodontic treatment. The committee concluded that the research did not 
require the patient to be informed or patient consent. Because Study IV was an 
extension of Study II, no ethical approval was needed.  

Study III, a web questionnaire-based study, analysed choice of radiographic 
technique among orthodontists. The Regional Ethical Review Board, 
Gothenburg, Sweden, approved the protocol (Daybook no. [Dnr.] 847-18). 
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4 RESULTS 
4.1 Study I: Absorbed organ dose and effective dose 
Study I found that the salivary glands and the oral mucosa received the highest 
absorbed doses during intra-oral and panoramic radiography. Table 4 presents 
the mean absorbed organ doses for these organs.  

 

Table 4. Mean absorbed organ doses to the oral mucosa and the 
salivary glands in intra-oral and panoramic radiography. 

Examination Images  
(n) 

Absorbed dose 
Salivary glands 

(µGy) 
Oral mucosa 

(µGy) 
Bitewing  4 108 164 
Full-mouth  18 452 584 
Panoramica  1              869 - 2,887              348 - 2,151 

                         a mean exposure range 

 

The absorbed doses to the other head and neck organs were < 230 µGy. The 
entrance surface dose during various intra-oral projections varied between 
1,386 and 2,723 µGy.  

The estimated effective dose for a full-mouth examination was 15 µSv with a 
mean of 0.8 µSv/intra-oral image. Estimated effective doses for the three 
panoramic units ranged from 19 to 75 µSv and averaged 36 µSv. 

 

4.2 Study II: Errors and pathology 
Almost all of the 1,287 panoramic radiographs in Study II (n = 1,236; 96%) 
had positioning errors; most images (n = 1002; 81%) had two or more errors. 
The most common error was incorrect tongue position (79%), followed by 
head rotation (47%). Nearly one-quarter of the images (24%) had errors that 
may have negatively affected diagnostic ability. 

Kappas for observer agreement were as follows: for intra-observer, 91%–92% 
and for inter-observer, 84%–93%.  
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The study found 1,221 incidental findings in 558 (43%) patients. One 
incidental finding was made on radiographs of nearly half (47%) of the patients 
and five findings on radiographs of 13%. The most common findings in the 
dento-alveolar regions were hypodontia (on radiographs of 41% of the 
patients) followed by apical root resorption (9%). Outside of the tooth-bearing 
regions, 13% of the patients had pathological changes on their radiographs; the 
most common was mucosal thickening of the maxillary sinus. Radiographs of 
63 (5%) of the patients had findings that may have affected orthodontic 
treatment, such as hyperplastic follicles, marginal bone loss, cyst-like lesions, 
and periapical inflammatory lesions; only 12 (19%) of these findings had been 
recorded in the patient histories at the orthodontic clinic.  

 

4.3 Study III: Choice of radiography in orthodontic 
treatment 

The questionnaires were collected between June and October of 2017. The 
telephone interviews were conducted in October of the following year. The 
response rate to the questionnaire was 144 out of 255 (57%). Two of the 
respondents did no conventional orthodontic treatment and were thus 
excluded, leaving 142 (56%) respondents.  

Response rates for the 26 questions varied between 69% (n = 98) and 100% 
(n = 142). Of the 21 counties in Sweden, 20 were represented by respondents 
to the survey; the private dentists were located mainly in the larger cities. 
Ninety-five per cent of the respondents had received their clinical postgraduate 
education in eight locations in Sweden; the remaining 5% had studied abroad. 
Table 5 summarizes the characteristics of the study cohort. 
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Table 5. Characteristics of the online survey      
respondents (n = 142).         

           Characteristics                                   Respondents (n)                        
Gender: 
    Female                        84 
    Male                        51 
Working place: 
    Public dental service     110 
    Private practice                        21 
    Both public and private                        5 
    Other                        6 
Age (years): 
    ≤ 42                                                                              29 
    43-50                        36 
    51-61                        32 
    ≥ 62                                                                               33 
    Not stated                        12 
Specialist experience (years): 
    < 5                                                                              18 
    5-19                        83 
    ≥ 20                                                                               36 
    Not stated                        5 

 
 
 
 
The number of new patients varied annually among the respondents (Table 6) 
and was unrelated to the orthodontic experience of the clinician (data not 
shown). 

 

Table 6. Annual number of new patients among the 
respondents to the online survey (n=139). 

Number of new patients/yr 
 

Respondents 
(%) 

≤50 9 (7%) 
51 – 100 40 (29%) 
101 – 300 85 (61%) 
> 300 5 (3%) 
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In the treatment planning stage, the respondents reported that the most 
frequently used radiographic techniques were panoramic, lateral, and 
periapical frontal. Figures 3, 4 and 5 summarise the use of different 
radiographic techniques during all treatment stages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The use of different radiographs during treatment stated by the 
respondents.  
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Table 7 lists the reported reasons for using panoramic imaging by years of 
specialist experience. 

 

Table 7. Reasons for using panoramic radiography, as stated in the 
online survey (n = 132).  
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Figure 6 summarizes the distribution of respondents and the radiographic 
techniques used during treatment planning for various diagnostic purposes. 
More than one answer was possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The radiographic techniques used for various diagnostic purposes by 
number of respondents. 

 

The respondents (61%) believed that the number of exposed radiographs were 
sufficient for orthodontic treatment. Most respondents considered that the 
findings from the radiographs often or occasionally affected treatment 
decisions. The majority also used clinic-specific guidelines.  

Specialists with < 5 years of experience considered CBCT substantially more 
valuable than other radiographic techniques for assessing tooth buds, root 
anatomy, cyst-like lesions, and the anatomy and position of retained teeth. 

The follow-up telephone interview showed that when orthodontic treatment 
included extraction and/or bonding therapy, all interviewed respondents 
considered panoramic radiographs to be more valuable than intra-oral 
radiographs. Diagnostically, the interviewees preferred panoramic imaging 
even if the radiation risk with this technique was equal to or greater than a full-
mouth examination.  
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4.4 Study IV: Radiation risk 
Preliminary results of the study showed that children and adolescents who 
undergo orthodontic treatment were exposed to several radiographs, and out of 
1,790 began 20 (1%) treatment without any radiographic examinations. Table 
8 summarizes the distribution of radiographs by age group in Clinics A and B.  

 

Table 8. Radiographs at Clinics A and B during orthodontic treatment 
planning, treatment, and follow-up for child and adolescent patients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most common radiographic imaging methods at the treatment planning 
stage were panoramic imaging, lateral cephalograms, and approximately three 
intra-oral radiographs.   

Of the 1,790 examinations done during orthodontic treatment of the study 
cohort, 146 (8.2%) were supplemental images taken on referral to a radiology 
department, for example, for tomographic examinations.  

The frequency of radiographs with justifications recorded in the patient 
histories varied between the stages of treatment with the highest frequency of 
examinations (60%) justified in the treatment stage. In the histories, the most 
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commonly documented justifications were the expression “for control” 
without further explanations, positioning of unerupted teeth, and root 
resorption.   

The theoretical risk of fatal cancer from exposure of one panoramic image in 
patients younger than 10 years would be 0.54 radiation-induced fatal cancers 
per 100,000 irradiated individuals; for 10-20-year-old patients, the risk would 
be 0.36 per 100,000 irradiated individuals.  
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5 DISCUSSION 
The aims of the present thesis were to analyse the use of and the risk with 
different radiographic techniques during orthodontic treatment. The risk with 
radiation is the damage it causes to cellular structures when it is absorbed by 
our bodies. It is well known that high doses of radiation damage human cells 
with increased incidences of cancer. In low doses, below 100 mSv, the ICRP 
assumes a linear increase in risk with dose (24). Different models have been 
proposed to explain the dose-response relationship in low-dose range. The 
linear no-threshold model (LNT) assumes that risk increases with the absorbed 
dose. According to the ICRP, the LNT model is the best-known model for 
managing risk from radiation exposure. A second model, the threshold model, 
suggests the existence of a threshold dose; below this threshold, no 
observations of increased cancer have been reported (79). The hormesis model 
of low dose radiation proposes that the exposure will activate the immune 
system in a beneficial way, reducing biological risk (80).  

 

5.1 Methodological considerations  
Study I measured absorbed doses using TLDs in a phantom head. Phantom 
heads may however not be representative for all individuals. Furthermore, a 
disadvantage with the phantom head is that it has pre-drilled holes, not always 
100% representative for the organ of interest. Also, the fewer TLDs used, the 
more uncertain the absorbed dose to the relevant organ will be. At the time of 
the study, we had no access to a phantom head representing the size of a child. 
Instead, we used a phantom corresponding to an average male where the size 
of the organs and their location may differ from that of a child. TLD dosimetry 
is an established method. However, TLD measurements are time-consuming 
since a dosimeter can be exposed and read only once in each session (81). 
Further, the dosimeters are “individuals” and therefore must be placed in the 
same anatomic location during each radiographic exposure.  

Study II analysed panoramic radiographs taken at one clinic, no comparisons 
were made with other clinics. Orthodontic clinics have basically the same 
patient clientele (mainly children and adolescents) and if several clinics had 
been included the results might still have been similar. In the clinic, several 
operators exposed the panoramic radiographs. All patients were exposed using 
the same panoramic equipment, and the operators were well qualified and 
familiar with the equipment. However, this may have affected the results since 
the operators were not calibrated, and they might not have positioned or 
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informed the patients in the same way. On the other hand, this may also have 
been a strength since the study reflected daily clinical work. Besides 
positioning errors, e.g., insufficient brightness and low contrast also affect 
image quality. Although digital processing allows some measure of brightness 
and contrast control, we did not assess these aspects in Study II. 

The number of recorded findings in the histories reflects one patient cohort 
from one clinic. The findings were classified as pathologies or anomalies. In 
studies on panoramic radiographs findings are often described as incidental 
i.e., when the patient has no clinical signs and symptoms. Not all findings in 
this study can be described as incidental, e.g., hypodontia might already have 
been detected from intra-oral radiographs (bitewings or periapical) and the 
panoramic radiograph may then have served merely as confirmation of 
previous findings. Further, Study II would have benefitted from assessing 
correlations between image quality and unregistered findings.  

The weakness of a survey study (Study III) is the generally high rate of non-
respondents. Furthermore, poorly constructed questions may increase the 
dropout rate. A questionnaire does not allow the respondent to ask follow-up 
questions if something is unclear, which means that answers can give 
inaccurate results. The response rate in Study III was 57%. This is in line with 
other studies using questionnaires addressed to dentists where response rates 
were between 53% and 74% (60, 82, 83). The drop-out analysis found no 
significant differences between respondents and non-respondents regarding 
gender and experience as a specialist. The design of this survey was another 
limitation, as not all questions had to be answered. There were 142 
respondents, with responses varying between 98 and 142 for individual 
questions. Reasons for non-responses were not investigated. Although the 
response rate was low for some questions, the study provided an insight into 
the use of radiographs.  

To date, Study IV included two clinics, and these two were in the same 
geographical location, however, the two clinics were found to have slightly 
different radiographic approaches. A multicentre study might have added to 
the results, mainly concerning number and type of radiographs taken in 
connection with orthodontic treatment. Such a study may empower the result 
on radiation risk at the population level.  
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5.2 Choice of radiographic method 
Little is known about how orthodontists use oral radiography: in other words, 
how context (including the various treatment stages) affects their choice of 
method. The questionnaire sent to dentists (Study III) had questions designed 
to explore the orthodontic use of various radiographic methods, that is, the 
choice and objective of the radiographic examination. All Swedish orthodontic 
specialists working either in the Public Dental Service or in private practice 
were included.  

The questionnaire findings revealed that panoramic imaging, lateral 
cephalometric radiography, and intra-oral examinations were the most 
preferred radiographs during treatment planning stage and less preferred 
during treatment and at the follow-up. During the treatment planning stage, all 
but 1% of the study population had been exposed to at least one panoramic 
radiograph. Svenson et al. (82) reported that 61% of the Swedish dentists in 
their questionnaire survey on use of extra-oral radiographs stated that they had 
access to panoramic radiography. A similar study in 1988 reported that 
approximately half of all exposed panoramic radiographs were for child and 
adolescent patients; it can be suspected that most of the panoramic radiographs 
were taken in conjunction with orthodontic treatment (84).   

Almost all respondents used intra-oral radiographs in the frontal regions, 
especially during treatment, compared with treatment planning, and almost 
80% in the follow-up stage. Study IV established that approximately three 
intra-oral radiographs per patient were made in the frontal regions. Proclined 
frontal teeth might be outside the sharp image layer in panoramic radiography. 
The roots will be blurred, and in such cases intra-oral radiographs are indicated 
(85, 86).  

Our findings, on the respondents´ use of panoramic and cephalometric 
radiographs, agree with a study by Atchison (87). Orthodontic educators and 
practitioners responding to a survey on radiographs in connection with 
orthodontic treatment planning found panoramic and lateral cephalometric 
images to be the most important radiographs. Bruks et al. (88), however, found 
that even though panoramic images are the most common choice during 
orthodontic treatment planning, they have a minor impact on diagnosis and 
treatment while the lateral cephalogram is more informative for these purposes. 
Atchison et al. came to the same conclusion (89). A flow chart can help 
clinicians decide whether or not radiographs are indicated. Atchison et al. 
found a reduction in exposed radiographs by 36% in the treatment planning 
stage when using a flowchart (90). The systematic review of Tsiklakis et al. 
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(85) assessed evidence for the diagnostic value and efficacy of panoramic 
radiology. Study participants were patients up to 18 years of age. None of the 
clinical situations investigated had high-levels of evidence. Tsiklakis et al. only 
recommended panoramic radiography for assessing various development 
disorders, dental anomalies, pathological conditions, and in cases when intra-
oral imaging reveals unsual structures. Recently, a guideline development 
taskforce was set up to develop clinical practice guidelines on orthodontic 
radiology (91). However, they found that there was still a substantial lack of 
evidence and recommended more research on this topic.   

Thus, although the panoramic radiograph is considered to have a minor effect 
on diagnosis and treatment, it was a commonly used technology, and the 
questionnaire respondents gave several reasons for this. They considered it 
more patient-friendly than intra-oral radiographs, and appreciated to have an 
overview of the teeth and jaws. They also argued that apical regions were more 
difficult to depict with intra-oral radiographs. In the follow-up telephone 
interview, the interviewees emphasized that the panoramic radiograph was 
specifically valuable for assessing wisdom teeth. Lehtinen and Aitasalo 
analysed the findings of panoramic radiographs and found that only 11.6% of 
the findings were outside the tooth-bearing area (92). Even though incidental 
findings outside the tooth-bearing area are rare according to Lehtinen and 
Aitasalo, the respondents stated the possibilities to detect pathologies outside 
the tooth-bearing area as important. Another reason for the use of panoramic 
radiographs may be the increase in caries-free individuals from 1% to 61% in 
10-year-olds and from 0% to 43% in 15-year-olds during the preceding 40 
years (93). This is the time frame for most orthodontic treatment. Reduced 
caries prevalence leads to longer intervals between radiographic (bitewing) 
examinations if the recommendation is based on individual caries prevalence 
(57), thus, availability of radiographs will vary.   

Studies of CBCT use during orthodontic treatment have been done in various 
ways. The majority address the justifications for CBCT and in what context it 
is useful in examinations of children. Others have investigated the use of 
CBCT for orthodontic treatment outcomes. In the diagnosis of difficult cases 
with impacted canines, CBCT has better diagnostic capabilities than 
conventional radiographs, and thus facilitates the treatment planning (94, 95). 
CBCT has also been shown to raise the confidence level of the orthodontist in 
this stage (96). Matzen et al., however, found that CBCT may not always 
improve diagnostic accuracy compared to panoramic radiographs and stereo-
scanograms in treatment planning of the mandibular third molar. After CBCT 
examinations, the treatment plan for only 12% of the teeth changed due to the 
information from the CBCT (97). Respondents reported that their reasons for 
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using CBCT over other conventional radiographic techniques, involved the 
anatomy of impacted teeth, root resorption, and cyst-like lesions, findings in 
agreement with SEDENTEXCT recommendations (29). Similar findings from 
other studies suggest that CBCT could be beneficial in orthodontic patients 
with impacted teeth, the extent of root resorption detected on intra-oral and 
panoramic radiographs, and serious skeletal discrepancies detected on lateral 
cephalograms (98, 99). 

Of 1,790 children and adolescents in the study cohort, 146 were referred for, 
and received, a tomographic examination to supplement conventional 
radiographs; most CBCT images were taken using an FOV of 4 x 4 cm. In the 
UK, a CBCT study on paediatric dental patients in three dental hospitals 
showed that CBCT imaging increased from 45 referrals in 2015 to 117 in 2018, 
and the most common indication was assessment of developing teeth (100). A 
study in Sweden by Hajem et al. in 2020, analysed CBCT examinations during 
2015-2017 on 617 patients and found that referral from general practising 
dentists (43%) were most frequent followed by from orthodontists (26%). They 
found the most common indication for CBCT imaging in children and 
adolescents was to assess impacted canines and resorption of adjacent teeth 
(101). 

Most respondents worked in a specialist clinic that had guidelines and which 
they used; the most common were local or clinical guidelines. However, in 
practice, this means that care (number of radiographs and radiographic 
technique) may not be the same for all children and adolescents during 
orthodontic treatment. Sweden has no national guidelines for radiography use 
in orthodontics and the respondents expressed no or little need for such 
guidelines for orthodontic treatment.  

 

5.3 Image quality in panoramic radiography  
Errors are a common problem in the exposure of panoramic radiographs, and 
Study II findings agree with other studies that almost all panoramic 
radiographs exhibit several errors (65, 67, 68, 102, 103). The most common 
cause of poor image quality, according to studies on panoramic errors, is 
incorrect patient positioning, mainly because panoramic imaging requires that 
the patient cooperate well and is able to follow instructions. 

Study II found that 96% of the radiographs contained various errors with each 
radiograph exhibiting between one and five errors. A similar study analysed 
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radiographs from children with a mixed dentition and from adults, and found 
results similar to in Study II regarding both number of images with errors and 
errors per image (102). Based on the findings in Study II as well as the results 
of other studies, the age of the exposed patient does not seem to be a decisive 
factor regarding image errors. Many studies have excluded children to avoid 
influencing the results, thus, most studies have only examined panoramic 
images of adults. The Akarslan et al. study analysed only radiographs of adults 
and excluded radiographs of children due to their difficulties in standing still 
during exposure, which affects image quality (66). In Study II, however, 
movement artefacts together with metal artefacts and incorrect machine 
rotation, were few (2.9%).  

The analysis of the diagnostic ability of the radiographs classified as either 
clinically or not clinically relevant was made concerning five of the errors 
(upward or downward tilting of the head, and rotation of the head either to the 
right or left, and incorrect tongue position). Study II found that 24% of the 
radiographs (n=1,287) had clinically relevant errors that may have affected 
diagnostic ability. The most common error, in terms of being common as well 
as having possible clinical impact, was an incorrect tongue position. This 
reflects how difficult it is for the patient to understand where to place the 
tongue during exposure. Incorrect tongue position can cause the space above 
the tongue to be depicted as a dark area, and it can have a profound adverse 
effect on diagnoses of pathology in the upper jaw (104). Rushton et al. (67)  
and  Dhillon et al. (65), both addressed this problem in their studies and found 
that the image quality of 25%-33% of the study radiographs was diagnostically 
unacceptable and that the radiographs needed to be retaken. We also agreed 
that the images with clinically relevant errors in Study II should have been 
retaken to improve diagnostic power. The benefit of these not retaken 
radiographs is questionable, and due to the errors, their diagnostic value is 
unjustified. Errors from panoramic radiographs may be another reason for the 
need of intra-oral radiographs in the frontal regions.  

An objective of orthodontic treatment is correct tooth positioning and 
determining root parallelism, and in this context, panoramic radiographs are 
often used. However, panoramic images do not give a true picture of the teeth 
and their inclinations due to inherent image distortion, which can lead to over- 
and underestimation of tooth angulation (105). Errors in the tilt of the head 
influence the image quality of the anterior teeth in both jaws. If the head is 
tilted only 5° or less, the frontal teeth are relatively unaffected (106). The 
various positioning errors in the radiographs can affect the assessment of the 
teeth and, consequently, treatment. Thus, the treating dentist needs to 
understand which panoramic errors may be diagnostically relevant and how to 
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correct the errors during a retake to avoid the same mistakes. Contracting for 
user education when procuring a panoramic machine can be advantageous for 
learning how to operate the machine and to position the patient for obtaining 
optimal image quality; these aspects may differ between equipment brands. In 
Sweden, dentists undergo training in panoramic technique during their basic 
education or as a 3-day post-graduate course. However, no further training is 
mandatory to maintain competence.  

 

5.4 Findings of pathology and anomalies in panoramic 
radiography 

The prevalence of incidental findings in panoramic radiographs of children and 
adults varies among studies (107-109). Study II presented findings in nearly 
every second patient. Bondemark et al., also demonstrated the frequency of 
incidental findings in panoramic radiographs taken for orthodontic purposes; 
at least 1 in every 10 patients had panoramic findings (108). The number of 
analysed findings may explain the differing results of Study II and the 
Bondemark et al. study. Bondemark et al. analysed 496 radiographs for 8 
abnormalities and diagnoses of pathology, resulting in 56 different incidental 
findings, while the 1,287 radiographs in Study II resulted in 1,221 findings and 
notes of 21 different abnormal findings and pathologies. To conclude, the 
differing results regarding number of findings per individual can probably be 
explained by differences in the inclusion and exclusion criteria for analysis of 
findings. 

In Study II, most of the findings were in the dento-alveolar regions, and only 
13% occurred outside of these regions. This result indicates that most exposed 
panoramic radiographs can be collimated to reduce radiation dosage. The 
telephone interview in Study III also found that the majority of the interviewees 
emphasised considering collimated panoramic radiographs, as long as it did 
not affect diagnostic ability.  

Some of the radiographic findings that we recorded were compared with notes 
in the patient histories. The selected findings; hyperplastic follicles, marginal 
bone loss, cyst-like lesions, periapical inflammatory lesions, were those that 
should have been resolved before orthodontic treatment begun. Although we 
found 63 such findings, comparable to 5% of all findings, only 12 had been 
noted in the patient histories. The respondents in Study III stated that the 
radiographic findings “often” or “occasionally” affected treatment decisions. 
A similar study found that 74% of the radiographs did not change the diagnosis 
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or treatment plan of orthodontists (89). The questionnaire survey (Study III) 
also found that the respondents were comfortable with interpreting their 
panoramic radiographs themselves and referred only a few radiographs for a 
second opinion. In addition, the respondents stated that they note all their 
findings in the patient history. However, the results in Study II showed that 
panoramic images may be more difficult to interpret than what is believed. 
Several explanations are possible, including user knowledge of the technology 
and understanding how superimpositions and distortions can occur on 
panoramic radiographs as well as the anatomy perspective.  

 

5.5 Absorbed and effective doses 
Studies measuring effective and absorbed organ doses are common, but since 
2007, few have been done in intra-oral and panoramic radiography. In 2007, 
the ICRP updated the methods for calculating effective doses and WT for 
radiosensitive organs and tissues (24). The new WT factors acknowledged a 
higher risk of exposure than previously recognized and thus raised the 
presumed (calculated) risk for some oral radiographic techniques.  

Absorbed doses 

According to Fisher and Fahrey, (110): 

…absorbed dose is appropriate for individual subjects, workers, 
medical patients and members of the public of any age. When 
correctively assessed, the organ or tissue absorbed dose correlates 
with biological effects of radiation, including both short-terms 
determistics and long-term stochastic effects.  

Study I found that the salivary glands and the oral mucosa received the highest 
absorbed doses. These findings agree with those of other studies (36). The 
salivary glands are located within the beam during exposure in panoramic 
radiography. The sensitivity of the glands to radiation influences estimations 
of effective dose. One way to reduce the dose to the salivary glands during 
panoramic imaging could be to adapt collimation to the diagnostic task (39).  
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Effective dose in intra-oral radiography 

Study I estimations of effective doses in intra-oral radiography differ from 
those published by Ludlow et al. (36). The effective dose in a full-mouth 
examination was 15 µSv compared with 34.9 µSv (36). Ludlow et al. found 
the dose to be more than twice the estimation calculated in Study I. Both 
studies used the 2007 ICRP recommendations. Differences in the vertical angle 
of the X-ray beam could be one explanation. The larger the vertical angle, the 
more radiation is directed toward the salivary glands. Ludlow et al. used a 
vertical angulation of 25° for maxillary periapical premolar and molar regions 
and 45° for canine and centrals incisors. In the mandible, the vertical 
angulation was 0° for molars, -15° for premolars, and -25°  for canine and 
centrals incisors. In Study I, vertical angulation in the maxilla and in the incisor 
and canine region in the mandible was adjusted to an angle corresponding to 
the normal inclination of the teeth, to achieve parallelism between the object 
and the intended detector, which resulted in a smaller angle than those used by 
Ludlow et al. In the mandible, vertical angulation was therefore set to +10° for 
the molars and to 0- -5° for the premolars. The bitewing examination results 
were similar, probably because the same angulation was used in Study I and 
the Ludlow et al. study. The difference between Study I and the Ludlow et al. 
study in vertical angulation of the X-ray beam indicates that vertical projection 
affects delivered dose. Proper projection is an important factor in reducing the 
dose delivered to the patient.  

Also, digital detectors deliver lower doses than in the analogue film-based 
systems, although dynamic ranges vary between digital systems, the major 
dose reduction occurs in the shift from analogue intra-oral film to a digital 
system (63). In 2018, 98% of Swedish dentists used digital detectors (60).  

Effective dose in panoramic radiography 

In the present Study I, the range of effective doses in panoramic radiography 
was 19-75 µSv, depending on the panoramic unit used. Other studies have 
reported lower effective doses (36, 40). Differences between the units – such 
as in exposure settings, detector sensitivity, beam geometry, and the curve of 
the rotation centre – may explain the large range (111). Estimations of effective 
dose differ not only due to the panoramic unit being used but also due to the 
calculation method. In a comparison of TLD measurements and Monte Carlo 
simulations, Lee et al. found that Monte Carlo simulations estimated higher 
effective doses (112). Monte Carlo simulations resulted in extreme variations 
in absorbed organ doses, and thus in calculations of effective doses.  
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or treatment plan of orthodontists (89). The questionnaire survey (Study III) 
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Effective dose in intra-oral radiography 
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Effective dose estimations have limitations. Thilander-Klang and Helmrot 
found  an uncertainty of ± 40% even if the same method was consistently used 
(113). This affects the reliability of the estimations, and thus, comparisons of 
results between studies. 

In future, it may be possible to use quantification of the DNA double-strand 
break to analyse events at the cellular level after radiation exposure. Examining 
sample DNA from the buccal mucosa cells together with the oxidation 
response in saliva from patients are examined, and this could be a way of 
assesssing the risk of radiation instead of the – possibly more unreliable – 
calculation of effective dose (114). 

 

5.6 Radiation risk in oral radiographic imaging 
Orthodontic treatment was found to require (Studies III and IV) children and 
adolescents to undergo several radiographic examinations, creating a higher 
burden of accumulated radiation exposure to the individual than occurs in 
dental check-ups over the same years. Thus, the individual burden of ionising 
radiation should be minimized as much as possible, which would thereby 
reduce the population dose.  

Study IV found that patients from these clinics were examined 
radiographically several times over the course of their treatment, with 
approximately 7 radiographs per individual on average. Most radiographs were 
exposed during treatment planning, when panoramic imaging was commonly 
used. Opinions on the benefit of the radiographs during the treatment planning 
stage are divided. A systematic review on the value of dental casts, 
photographs, and various types of radiographs in orthodontic diagnosis and 
treatment planning found that a minimum number of radiographs and 
radiographic techniques could not be defined due to lack of evidence (115). 
Late effects of orthodontic treatment, for example, severe root resorption, may 
also lead to an increased need for additional radiographic examinations to treat 
the effects in the future, than if orthodontic treatment had not been performed.  

Preliminary results from Study IV also found that the number of radiographic 
examinations with justifications noted in the patient histories varied between 
treatment stages, from 5% during treatment planning to 60% during treatment. 
This variation may be explained by clinic-specific guidelines that do not 
prescribe which radiographs are needed during treatment; thus, radiographs are 
taken on individual indications and thereby justified in the report.  
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According to the ICRP, each exposed radiograph must be individually 
justified. This is the most efficient approach for reducing exposure to ionising 
radiation. Further, to reduce the radiation dose burden to the individual, for 
justified radiographic examinations, various radioprotective measures can be 
applied. According to van Acker et al. (116), the exposed dose can be reduced 
by e.g., restricted beam collimation; fast image detectors; optimised exposure 
factors and thyroid shielding when appropriate. Future research should identify 
the radiographic techniques which are beneficial in connection with 
orthodontic treatment and where the additional costs in terms of radiation dose 
is justified. The results could be used to develop criteria that can be indicative 
of future radiographic guidelines in connection with orthodontic treatment.  

In 2010, The New York Times published an article, “New 3D dental scanners 
raise radiations concerns”, by Bogdanich and McGinty (117), with an 
emphasis on the risk of radiation exposure to children, especially during CBCT 
imaging. The writers stated that in general, the public lacks understanding of 
radiation in the dental clinic. They also wrote that the profession argued that 
kids love seeing the 3-D image while others were concerned about a lack of 
regulation:  

     Because children and adolescents are particulary vulnerable to radiation, 
doctors three years ago mounted a national campaign to protect them by 
reducing diagnostic radiation to only those levels seen as absolutely 
necessary. It is a message that has resonated in many clinics and hospitals. 
Yet there is one busy place where it has not: the dental office. 

Information to the public on the dangers of being exposed to radiation varies 
in dental care. In 2021, one health care provider inform patients and parents 
the reason why and how the radiographic examination is performed but no 
information about any harmful effects (52), while others writes that the goal of 
oral radiology is that the benefit should always be greater than the risks. And, 
although the benefit of radiological examinations is great, it is also associated 
with a slightly increased risk of cancer later in life (118). The American 
Association of Orthodontists (119) writes on their webpage that x-rays are 
necessary:  

      In order for the orthodontist to be able to accurately diagnose your 
child’s orthodontic problem, x-rays are necessary. They reveal what 
could otherwise only be guessed. Today’s x-ray machines require 
significantly less radiation to obtain an image, as compared to x-ray 
machines of a generation ago.  
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It is well known that preadult individuals are more sensitive to radiation and 
are generally considered to have a higher risk factor than adults. The 1990 
Recommendations of the ICRP rated the risk factor for fatal cancer later in life 
at 15% per Sv for children under 10 years of age and 10% per Sv for 10-20-
year-old individuals (30). Current (2007) ICRP recommendations are less clear 
(24), they do not quantify the risk for children. However, risk should still be 
kept in mind, the same radiology examination for diagnostic purposes may 
deliver a significantly higher radiation risk to children than adults (32).  

The Hedesiu et al. study (120), retrospectively analysed the number of various 
oral radiographic examinations; intra-oral radiography, lateral cephalometric 
and panoramic imaging, and CBCT, in a pediatric population. The calculations 
were made on effective and cumulative dose and corrected for the age of the 
patient. The radiographs were divided into two groups (CBCT and 
conventional radiographs, and only conventional radiographs). For 
conventional radiographs, the median effective and cumulative doses did not 
vary with age and the doses were under 20 µSv. In CBCT examinations, the 
median effective dose was 127.2 µSv, and the cumulative dose, 156.5 µSv; in 
between the ages of 11-14 years, there was a significant increase in cumulative 
dose. The exposure with the highest delivered radiation dose, a CBCT 
examination, corresponds to about 34 days of background radiation.  

The risk estimation of cancer using the effective dose is not predictive because 
the effective dose applies not to individual subjects but generally, to reference 
models (24). The reason why effective dose cannot be used as a risk estimater 
is that it is not a physically measurable quantity; effective dose is derived from 
mathematical constructions or as a quantity. Instead, absorbed dose based on 
the radiation doses to organ and tissue should be used to estimate a potentional 
detriment to the individual (110). According to ICRP 2007 Recommendations 
of the ICRP (24).  

           …effective dose is intended for use as a protection quantity. The 
main uses of effective dose are the prospective dose assessment for 
planning and optimisation in radiological protection, and 
demonstration of compliance with dose limits for regulatory 
purposes. The effective dose is not recommended to epidemiological 
evaluations, nor should it be used for detailed specific retrospective 
investigations of individual exposure and risk. 

Since the ICRP updated the method for calculating effective dose in 2007, the 
dose delivered in panoramic radiography is now considered to be about 200% 
higher than previously believed (36), and has to be taken in consideration in 
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planning and optimisation in radiological protection. Given the increase in 
effective dose, the clinician should consider the risk carefully, especially when 
taking panoramic radiographs of children and adolescents. Thus, it is important 
that everyone who uses ionising radiation has knowledge of and applies the 
principles of radiological protection: justification, optimization, dose 
limitation, and furthermore, knowledge of radiographic interpretation.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
• The salivary glands and the oral mucosa received the highest 

radiation doses during intra-oral and panoramic radiography. Full-
mouth intra-oral examinations delivered a lower effective dose, 
while panoramic radiography delivered a higher dose than 
previously reported. Therefore, the dentist should be aware of the 
higher effective dose, when using panoramic technique.  

 
• Incorrect patients positioning causes errors in panoramic imaging, 

as indicated by the finding that 96% of the sample of 1,287 
radiographs had errors. Each image had between 1 and 5 errors, and 
the most common error was incorrect tongue position. The 1,221 
findings in 558 patients were seldom recorded in the patient 
histories. Most findings were in the dento-alveolar regions, thus the 
beam field could be reduced to decrease the delivered dose. 

 
• Radiography was stated as indispensable in connection with 

orthodontic treatment and clinical guidelines were followed, which 
may indicate that radiographic examinations were not adjusted for 
individual indications. Most of the respondents considered the need 
for national guidelines to be low. However, regularly updated 
national guidelines taking account of new research, could be 
beneficial for patients.  

 
• A clinical examination must precede any radiographic exposure to 

justify need, and justification must be made at the individual level. 
Although the radiation burden from imaging during orthodontic 
treatment is considered low, the accumulated effect of irradiation 
should be considered and justified for each child and adolescent.  
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APPENDIX 
Questionnaire from Study III 

Appendix 1. 

The questionnaire is addressed to orthodontists performing conventional 
orthodontic treatments on children and adolescents (0-19 years) i.e., not 
treatments in children and adolescents with maxillofacial anomalies.  

There are 2 alternatives for the initial question: If your answer is YES, you will 
continue with the rest of the questionnaire. If your answer is NO, i.e., that you 
do not perform such conventional treatments, you have completed the 
questionnaire and will not receive response reminders. 

1. Which is your employer? One or more responses are possible. 
• Public Dental Service 
• Private practioner 
• Other 

2. Gender 
• Male 
• Female 
• Do not want to state 
• Other 

3. What year were you born? 
4. What year did you graduate as a dentist/in dentistry? 
5. Which was the location for your clinical post-graduate 

training? 
6. What year did you graduate as a specialist in orthodontics? 
7. Are you still working in the same county/Public Dental 

Service/University from where you graduated as a specialist?    
• Yes/No                    

8. Are you still working in the same clinic/department from 
where you graduated as a specialist? 

• Yes/No 
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9. How many new orthodontic patients (0-19 years) do you start each 
year? 

• < 50 patients       
• 51- 100 patients  
• 101-300 patients    
• > 301 patients  

10. Which radiological examination(s) do you consider valuable for the 
following questions in connection with planning the orthodontic 
treatment? 
One or more alternatives can be specified for each question. 

 

 

 

 

 Intra-oral 
radio- 
graphs 

Panoramic 
radio- 
graphs 

Lateral 
cephalo- 
metric 
radiographs 

CBCT (cone-
beam computed 
tomography) 

CT (computed 
tomography) 

Craniofa- 
cial growth    

     

Tooth bud      
Anatomy of 
root/mor-
phology 

     

Anatomy, 
position  
of retained 
teeth                               

     

Root 
resorption 

     

Periapical 
inflamma-
tory disease 

     

Cyst-like 
lesion 

     

Other 
questions, 
specify 
which one 
in the 
comment 
field 
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11. Which radiographs are included in orthodontic treatment?  
  A: For treatment planning? 

 Always Often Seldom Never 

Intra-oral radiographs frontal regions     

Intra-oral radiographs premolar/molar regions     

Intra-oral full-mouth set of radiographs     

Lateral (cephalometric) radiograph     

Panoramic radiograph     

 

12. Which radiographs are included in orthodontic treatment? 
 B: During treatment? 

 Always Often Seldom Never 

Intra-oral radiographs frontal regions     

Intra-oral radiographs premolar/molar regions     

Intra-oral full-mouth set of radiographs     

Lateral (cephalometric) radiograph     

Panoramic radiograph     

 

13. Which radiographs are included in orthodontic treatment?  
C: After treatment? 

 Always Often Seldom Never 

Intra-oral radiographs frontal regions     

Intra-oral radiographs premolar/molar regions     

Intra-oral full-mouth set of radiographs     

Lateral (cephalometric) radiograph     

Panoramic radiograph     
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14. What is the reason for taking panoramic radiographs for 
orthodontic treatment?  One or more responses are possible. 

• Instead of intra-oral radiographs 
• Not possible to take intra-oral radiographs 
• To portray structures outside the tooth-bearing 

regions 
• Other reason, specify in the comment field 

15. Where are the panoramic radiographs taken? 
• In my own clinic 
• In another orthodontic clinic 
• In a clinic for maxillofacial radiology 
• Somewhere else. Specify in the comment field  

16. If the panoramic radiograph is taken in your clinic, who is 
taking the image? 

• Myself 
• Another dentist 
• Dental nurse 
• Other dental professionals 

17. Who is diagnosing the panoramic radiograph? 
• Myself 
• Another dentist in the clinic where the image is taken 
• Specialist in maxillofacial radiology 

18. Where are the findings from the radiographs reported? 
• In the patient’s main record/orthodontic record 
• Within the daily note 
• In another way. Specify in the comment field  

19. How often is your treatment planning affected by the findings 
you find in the   radiographs?   

• Always 
• Often 
• Seldom 
• Never 
• I don’t know 

20. How often do you think findings in the radiographs taken 
during ongoing treatment affect continued treatment? 

• Always 
• Often 
• Seldom 
• Never 
• I don’t know 
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21. Does your clinic have guidelines for when radiographs should 
be taken in connection with orthodontic treatment? 

• Yes 
• No 
• Do not know 

22. Do you use these guidelines? 
• Yes, always 
• Sometime 
• No 

23. Describe which guidelines are used: 
• Local/clinic-specific guidelines 
• Regional/county guidelines 
• Other. Specify in the comment field 

24. Do you think there is a need for national guidelines for when 
radiographs should be taken in connection with orthodontic 
treatment? 

• Great need of 
• Little need of 
• No need at all 

25. What is Your personal opinion regarding the radiographic 
examinations performed in connection with orthodontic 
treatment? Do you think the number in general is too few, 
enough or too many?  

• Too few 
• Enough 
• Too many 
• No opinion 

26. We will interview a sample of the respondents. Would you 
like to be called for a short phone interview? 

Yes/No 
 

Appendix 2. 

Complementary interview questions: 

1. If there are current bitewing/ periapical images, is this enough 
to start treatment or is it necessary to supplement with 
panorama? I would like to know how you are reasoning? 

2. Is the extension of the maxillary sinuses important for 
treatment? If so, why? 
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3. Is the appearance of the temporo-mandibular joint important 
for treatment? If so, why? 

4. Should all third molars be depicted in the panoramic image? 
Is this important for your treatment planning? 

5. Would you consider using collimated panoramic images? 
Why or why not depending on the answer. 

6. Would it change your indications for panoramic images if the 
radiation dose/risk was equivalent to or higher than a full 
mouth intra-oral examination? 

7. Regarding the review of the panoramic image. Do you send 
many for an external review? Or do you feel confident with 
your own? 
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